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Registration and morning coffee
 
Chair’s opening remarks 
Charles Cotton, Senior Performance and Reward Adviser, CIPD
 
Implementing a holistic reward and benefits strategy: how to navigate the 
complexities of delivering national and international solutions in a world of change
 ·  addressing the needs of multiple internal and external stakeholders
 ·   aligning with the business vision and strategy, and core HR processes
Jean-Pierre Noel, Executive Remuneration Coach, and former SVP Global Reward, InterContinental Hotels Group
 
Driving change in reward: how to create momentum and make it happen  
 ·   how to balance cyclical demands with strategic priorities
 ·  how to embrace technology, standardisation and personalisation
Maria Strid, Group P&R Global Projects Lead, HSBC  
 
Joint Q&A
Jean-Pierre Noel, Executive Remuneration Coach, and former SVP Global Reward, InterContinental Hotels Group
Maria Strid, Group P&R Global Projects Lead, HSBC
 
Morning refreshments and networking
  
Practitioner case study - Building a total reward philosophy: how to design a holistic 
benefits package and an enticing employee value proposition  
·  what a strong employee value proposition looks like 
·  new insights to improve employee engagement, including non-monetary rewards and employee  
   recognition ideas
JC Fonfreyde, Head of Reward, Wellcome Trust

Panel discussion - Financial well-being: how can we find the right balance between 
managing costs and employee needs? 
 ·  the impact of pension auto-enrolment: what have been the lessons?
 ·   bringing all benefits together: how do you create and then communicate a benefits strategy that supports 

both the needs of the business and the financial well-being of its employees?
Dipa Mistry Kandola, Head of Flexible Benefits Services, Lane Clark & Peacock LLP 
Joanne Fairbairn,  Head of Pensions, Marks and Spencer 
Jo Fairweather, Head of Reward and Well-being, OVO

Networking lunch
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Building your employee financial well-being strategy: how to frame it in the language 
of the board and CEO
 ·  how to objectively measure and benchmark the financial well-being of your employees
 ·   the importance of encouraging employee savings as the foundation of a solid financial well-being strategy 

through a case study
Dhiren Master, Insights Director and CMO, Salary Finance
 
Practitioner case study - Effectively communicating the value of your offer: how to 
keep momentum to bolster engagement 
 ·   demonstrating the value of your reward and benefits offers
 ·   getting the balance right without overloading current and new employees
Tegwen Smith, Head of Reward, Arm

Afternoon refreshments and networking
 
Panel discussion - Bridging the pay gap: reflecting on the gender pay gap reporting, 
flexible working and pay transparency 
 ·  can flexible working initiatives help bridge the gap?
 ·  how do you best communicate a fair pay policy, and the rationale behind compensation and pay structure?
Andrew Baillie, Reward Director - Europe and Africa, Diageo 
Paula Hayes, Head of Reward, Benefits and Engagement, Network Rail 
Lesley Shore, Head of Reward and Benefits, West Midlands Police

Closing keynote - Reward and benefits of the future: how will new technology and a 
changing workforce transform reward and benefit strategies?  
 ·   how we can harness the power of new technology to engage a multigenerational workforce
 ·  how the future of work and changes in workforce trends will influence reward and benefits approaches
Nicola Wells, Global Reward Director, Unilever
 
Chair’s closing remarks  
Charles Cotton, Senior Performance and Reward Adviser, CIPD
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Reward and 
Benefits Conference
3 April 2019, Birmingham 

Meet the speakers

Devising a strong reward strategy 
for a highly engaged workforce
The workplace landscape is changing fast, and so are practices 
and attitudes around salary and compensation. In today’s 
world of work, organisations need to keep up with employee 
expectations and find new, innovative ways of attracting and 
retaining talent if they want to stay ahead of competition.  
 
Join key reward practitioners to explore how we can best 
create, deliver and adapt ‘fit-for-purpose’ reward strategies that 
meet business needs and sustain a motivated and stimulated 
workforce.

Who should attend?

·  Directors of Reward, Heads of  
  HR Services & Reward, Benefits &  
  HR Operations Directors and Total  
  Reward Managers

·  Compensation and Benefits  
   Managers, Pensions Managers,  
   Payroll and Benefits Managers and  
   Reward Analysts

·  HR Directors, Heads of HR  
   Strategy, People Directors, Chief  
  People Officers, Heads of HR and   
  Heads of People

Jean-Pierre Noel, 
Executive Remuneration 
Coach, and former SVP 
Global Reward,  
InterContinental Hotels Group 

Paula Hayes,
Head of Reward, Benefits  
and Engagement,
Network Rail

JC Fonfreyde, 
Head of Reward, 
Wellcome Trust

Maria Strid,
Group P&R Global  
Projects Lead, 
HSBC

Why attend this conference? 

Join the conversation

#CIPDRB

  Explore how to achieve the 
right balance between managing 
costs of pension and financial 
well-being with delivering on 
your engagement aims 
 
     Reflect on the gender pay 
gap reporting and how flexible 
working and pay transparency 
can help bridge that gap

 

     Learn how to effectively 
communicate the value of your 
reward and benefits offer to 
foster employee engagement 

  Share your own reward 
challenges with successful 
practitioners to find the most 
appropriate strategies for  
your organisations

Book at  
 CIPD.co.uk 

/RB


